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Canadian peacekeepers and NGOs assisting, people in trouble both at home and abroad. Canadians
leading the international charge in support of a ban on anti-personnel mines. Canada's pro-active
engagement in the Commonwealth and thec Francophonie. United Nati'sreyidniin
Canada as thec "best place in the world" to live. These are the images of a tolerant, compassionate,
and especially,, of a committed Canada. Lloyd Axworthy put it most starkly when he stated that
"Canada lias no choice - in view of its inherent nature, its qualities and its history -- but to make a
comrnitmejt ...... Cornmnitment to the world stage would seemn to be Canada's destiny, whether we
like it or iiot. However, despite Axworthy's dlaim that Canada has no choice (whatever the reason
for the constraint), the very idea of comrnitment imp lies j usx sucli a choice. Comrnitrnent requires
a political decision to intervene in the international environmnent ini a particular way, and a decision
about wbich issues cari, should, and do become the subject of debate. In the Minister's formulation,
sucli intervention -- Canada's comxnitment -- would take place ini aid of a normnatively preferable
global order, marked by enlianced prospects for justice and security.

Over flhc past two decades, however, the imagined range of such interventions lias become both more
fôcused and less bopeflul. The restucturing of the global order, marked by 'economic globalization
anid the end of the Cold War, lias created its own imperatives. "lI titis day and age, no goverrinent --
especially Canada's -- can ignore the conseqtuences of globalization," as Axworfliy lias signaled.
Endeed, if Canada lias no choice but to malce a conixitment, it is "because it is on this conunitment
tha~t its very survival will depend."2

What then caxn be the manifestations of commitment in an era defized by economic globaiza:ioxi?
Econornic restrutuing brigs with it, in a very real sense, a ne eceto of the constraints on
political action. In repn g to a post-World War II political project of economic liberalization,





encouraging the adaptation of their national economies to the new realities of the global economic
marketplace, in part through supporting a political environmrrent which favors the globalization of
industry. Political speeches focus on the lack of alternatives; since globalization cannot be ignored.
its opportunities cannot therefore be missed. "'Competitiveness", "efficiencv", "liberalization", the
"minimalist state- have become the mantra of this new political clirnate.

Similarly, the end of the Cold War appeared to herald a new era of "hunian security." Again, to
quote Lloyd Axworthy, human security "includes security against economic privation, an acceptable
quality of life, and a guarantee of fundamental human rights", and encompasses "the rule of law,
good grovernance, sustainable development and social equity.113 Thcoepofuanscrv
transcends the traditional statist understanding of national and international security, and is focussed
on "the individual, alone or in collectives, as the object of security; the entity to be secured as
opposed to the state.'-' In practice, however, substantive change has fallen far short of this ideal.
I the first instance, states are sunply unwillig to comnmit-the resources necessary to brng titis ideal

to fruition. More broadly, however, the veiy forces of globalization which are seen to be inexorable
and inevitable are in fact exacerbating the sources of insecurity which the ideal of human. seculnty
is supposed to address.

Therefore, wbile Canadian foreignr policy continues to be marked by iternationalist flourishes, such
as the campaig-n to ban landmines and participation in NATO's "humanitarian. intervention" in the
Kosovo War and air strikes on Yugoslavia, such intermittent and well-intentioned initiatives
generally fail to address the underlying structural forces wbich underpin so much of the injustice and
insecurity in contemporary world affairs.

While it may be useful to trace a sketch of the processes of globalization, what is crucial to
understand is that these processes have a profound impact on the definition, or construction, of the

psibilities for Canadian intervention, or commitmnent. Our argument here is that in highlig(htin
the inevitability of restructuring, globalization, at lest in its economic manifestations, is painted as
a set of processes which are beyond the realrn of politics. Globalization does not appear to be about
politics. Even though wholesale economic restructuring takes place within a re.gulatory context





ability and will ta do something about global conditions, sometimes on aur own but more ofien in
variaus unconventional coalitions. This must start with thinking afrtsh -- developing a clearer sense
of where assurned structural constraints may flot be as conflning as habitually thaught, or where such
4'constraints" may in fact offer novel opportunities for influence and change. We illustrate some of
the ways in which this could occur by assessing several key issues and opportunities for Canadian
activity in support human riglits and global justice.

Issues and Opportunities

The issues discussed here emphasize the importance of and interplay between bath official and
unofficial initiatives. Attention is also griven ta some key limitations on Canadian effectîveness. The
themes discussed are flot new. They are emphasized, however, because they diverge from more
conventdonal state-centred approaches ta human riglits promotion, and because they are premised
on a long-terni perspective concerning the issues in question. They direct attention ta longr-terni
structural changes in the global system, and, consistent with dhe Minister's own agenda, ta
opportunities to influence these changes in normnatively desirable directions.'

1)~ Normative and Ideolocgcal Issues:

The language of huznan riglits, democratization and "good governance"' las become pervasive in
world affairs. [t is frequently linked, particularly but not only in Anierican foreign policy discourse,
ta "free markçets" and indeed globalization. Cana4a's cager embrace of this language froni the mid-
i 98Qs onwards is therefore part of, and serves to reinforce, a powerful discursive trend.

There is inucli which is potentially desirable in titis contplex ofildeas. But there is also valid concen
that the substantive mer"gattached to it will be fundatnentafly Iimited and limiting in scope. The
liberaj. conception of democracy and humat rights proznoted is iimited ta protecting civil and
political rightz, secwing the rule of law, and sustaining ntuiti-party electoral institutions. This limited
conception of riglits and democracy, labelled "low-intensity democracy't by Barry Gilîs and Joel
Rocamnora and "'polyarchization tt by the late Bill Graf, negiects social and econornic riglits and





and political and social and economic rights, and the need for action in support of both. This is a
familiar idea, but one which has been disarmed by the apparent consensus on a more limiteci
conception of rights and democracy, and the imperatives of :fiscal restraint and economic
liberalization. In this new era, giving effect to this linkage will require a new depth of governiance
at the transnational level, In part through re-configured multilateral institutions.

2) The Opportunities of New Multilateral Forums:

The Canadian government has been a consistent supporter of the human rights machinery of the UIN,
and the creation of regional instruments through the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe, the OAS, the Commonwealth, and the like. It should, and will, continue to do so. Yet these
institutional structures, though the focus of much innovative diplomatic activity, are poorly
integrated with the core institutions of international political economy and security. A very delicate
but important challenge, then, is to incorporate stronger huxnan rights provisions into the emerging
network of multilateral institutions for the world economy in particular. These would in1clude
NAFIA, APEC and the WTO, among others.

There is. much wariness of and resistance to such a proposai, from within Canada as well as various
parts of the South.' Que well founded concern is that such provisions will be used by American and
other powerful Northemn interests, both public and private, as a new instrument for Northern
protectioiism. A less-well founded concern is that they will erode the advantage provided by a cheap
and poorly organized labour force to late developers in the South (there is no reason why Southern
countries should flot be able to maintain a labour cost advantage while respecting and promoting the

.rights of their workers). Nevertheless, given the transnationalization of economic activity and the
mobility of capital, courities will find that increasigly, effective action on hunian rights will require
enhanced regulation and enforcement measures at the transnational level. Otherwise, at Ieast some
states wUll compete by offéring a more permissive envirorment for foreign investors, aud
governments will be reluctant to risk disadvantaging themselves and their corporate citizens by





3) The rote of non-state actors:

Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) have long played conspicuous and important rotes on
human, rights issues. There have been a number of celebrated instances where the activities of NGO
networks have led to the reconfiguration of state interests, literally changing the course of historv.
The struggle agaist apartheid is one such instance; the carnpaign for a ban on landrnines may
emerge as another, thouch is longy-terni structural significance remains uncertain.

The question remains however: can these networks begin to organize on a more systematic and
consistent basisl Can they organize around more arcane issues of regulation and institution-building,
versus isolated and competling moral causes? Can they orgaize, for exarnple, to successfutlv press
for the incorporation of stronger protections for labour and human rights in NAFTA, or for the
incorporation of human riglits provisions in APEC? While there lias been mucli speculation about
the prospects for an emerging "global civil society", even sympathetic analysts have stressed how
difficult this work bas proved ini, for exampte, the NAFTA context.A

Still, thI-s is the direction in which orga.nizing must go if the incorporation of stronger hunian rights
provisions into transnational economic institutions is to progress. Tbis is a long-terni project even
in relatively hospitable contexts, yet a variety of beginnings have been made. The Canadian
goverrlment, for lis part, bas demonstrated sensitivùty to the need for effective transnational NGO
organization in the traditional huxnan riglits realin. For exaznple, it co-sponsored an international
conférence of NGOs to review progress in ixnplementing the Vienna Declaration and Prograni of
Action [VPDA], and a forunm for pan -Commnonwealth NGOs, both during 1998. Lt is a retatively
small step to accepting the logic that the saine sort of transnational process should be organized
around international econoniic institutions.

4) The Role oflransnational Corporations and Corporate Codes of Conduct:

The trannatonalization of the economy and the i&femationalization of the state have been
accompanled by, and facilitated, the growing influence oflTNCs. Stopford and Strange have argued
that this tedemnsthe reconetalzton of inenainal political eonomy as a triangutar
process involving, state-state, corporation-corporation, and state-corporation interaction.' This is an
im~portant~ adv<ance on conventional approaches to international relations; yet in neglecting the rote





There are "minirnalsts" who argue that simply by investing in relatively repressive contexts. therebv
exposing these societies to different (in particular Western) ideas and influences, corporations
advance the cause of political openness and human rights. < While this may be theoretically possible,
the evidence for this view is flot strong, and îndeed there are cases in which expenience points in the
opposite direction." Thus, a more active approach is required, in which corporations agree to
specific human rights commnitments and are held accountable for their performance.

One fonn these commnitmnents might take is corporate codes of conduct. This is an old idea which
may be on the threshold of new relevance. Ini the past, such codes often served, in effect, as a means
of deflecting pressure for stronger punitive measures against human rights violators. This was true
in the case South Africa, for example, where the American, European and Canadian Codes were
increasingly discredited. More generally, they have suffered from a lack of effective enforcemnent
mechanisms, inadequate guidelines for the iinplementation of standards, and complex chains of
subcontracting which have allowed flrms to evade their reach.'2 Moreover govemments -- Canada's
included -- have been very reluctant to enforce their provisions or to expose violators to public
embarrassment.

These weaknesses are formidable, but not insurmnountable. Once again, the transnationalization of
such codes through processes of corporate peer pressure, governimental encouragement, and non-
governinental advocacv could sigTn«icantly enhance their scope. Creating clear and effective
enforcement measures may be even more challenging, but committed networks of human rights
NGOs would aid considerably in this process too. One key advantage of codes of conduct is that
some corporations are themselves proposing them. lI Canada, for example, Canadian Occidental
Petroleum led a corporate effort to draft an "International Code of Ethics for Canadian Business" in
response to concern over human rights abuses in Nigeria, and private sector complicity therein. It
apparently attracted considerable international interest, though it has subsequently been
overshadowed by draxnatic political events in that country. Codes of this type are a very small
beginning, and much work remains to be done on enforcement in particular. Moreover, the danger
remains that such codes will be used to jsiyunwarranted delays in adopting, punitive sanctions
where they are more appropriate. Nevertheless, given the large and growing political influence of
such corporations, efforts to encourage or indeed compel their participation in protecting and





pronioting human rights deserve renewed consideration.

Conclusio

To some, the directions proposed above may seem naively idealistic. However, each seeks to identifv,
key contemporary trends, and to locate opportunities within them for progressive action in support
of long-term change -- in this case to support human rights. lIn each case, the active agents would
ideally include the Canadian and other governrnents, but are by no means Iimited to them. lIn some
cases, goverrinent may be reluctant or even resistant, yet progress can stili bc made through the
efforts of non-governmental actors animated by important shared principles. Together, they hold
some promise of narrowing, the gap between human rights aspiration and fulfilment, and regaining

sense of political capacity and choice in the face of globalization.
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